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Budget out — let lobbying begin
TRUMP » Military spending would

rise 10%; some call cuts ‘draconian’

SONOMA COUNTY » Local programs
brace for cuts under Trump proposal

By MICHAEL D. SHEAR

By GUY KOVNER

NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump’s proposal on
Thursday for deep cuts to the
budgets of a broad part of the federal bureaucracy was billed as a
tough-minded and necessary corrective to the growth of the government’s power. But even members of his own party questioned
some of the cuts — and what was
not being cut.
The harshest criticism of

Trump’s budget came from Democrats and liberal groups. But in a
city where many programs enjoy
long-standing bipartisan support,
some Republicans also assailed
the president’s judgment.
“While we have a responsibility to reduce our federal deficit,
I am disappointed that many of
the reductions and eliminations
proposed in the president’s skinny budget are draconian, careless and counterproductive,” said
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TRUMP’S BUDGET
PROPOSAL
President Donald Trump’s
$1.1 trillion spending plan
envisions deep cuts to
programs such as the EPA.
It increases spending on
the military and border
security.
INSIDE: Trump’s proposed
budget would have
immense effects
throughout California / A2
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Repairs to decrepit housing,
restoration of coho salmon runs,
funding for homeless services and
legal assistance to low-income tenants are among the Sonoma County programs targeted for significant cuts in the budget blueprint
released Thursday by President
Donald Trump.
Public access broadcasting and
weather forecasting to improve
water supply management also

were threatened in the spending
plan that cuts nearly $59 billion
from most federal agency budgets
to offset an equal increase for just
three: Veterans Affairs, Homeland
Security and Defense.
Scientists at Novato’s Buck
Institute for Research on Aging are eyeing a potential loss of
$3 million for studies of chronic
diseases like Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and cancer, while Santa Rosa
and the county are bracing for an
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New Oakmont trail could solve long-simmering dispute, give
cyclists, pedestrians space, keep them off private property

Trump’s
words
threaten
policies
President’s tweets and
speeches undermine
staff members, attorneys
By JOHN WAGNER
AND MATT ZAPOTOSKY
WASHINGTON POST
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Taking an alternate route
Cyclist Jay Abraham crosses a bridge from the trail off Channel Drive toward Stone Bridge Road in the Oakmont area of Santa Rosa on Thursday.

By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

new path nearing completion in
Oakmont will soon link the retirement community in east Santa Rosa
to Trione-Annadel State Park, and in the
process may help solve a long-simmering
access dispute.
The 400-foot-long gravel
ONLINE
trail
is designed to allow
To see drone
footage of the new bicycle riders and pedespath, as well as a trians to skirt a piece of
first-person trek, private property over
visit pressdemo which the city once held an
easement frequently used
crat.com.
by the public.
The new path runs parallel to that driveway, links up with city property once used
as a wastewater treatment plant and creates
a continuous link between Stone Bridge
Drive and Channel Drive on the northern
side of Annadel.
“We’ve totally bypassed the private property with this path,” said Ken Well, execu-

Tim Mayer, with the Sonoma County Trails Council, works on a new path off Stone Bridge Road
in the Oakmont area of Santa Rosa on Thursday. The new path allows cyclists and pedestrians
to avoid using a private driveway to get to a trail extending from Channel Drive.
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AFFORDABLE HOUSING: Sen. Mike McGuire
is pushing for a $3 billion state bond to aid
Sonoma County with growing deficit. / A3

In blocking the administration’s second attempt at a travel
ban from terror-prone countries, a federal judge in Hawaii
laid the blame squarely on
President Donald Trump and
his advisers, who had suggested
the policy was aimed at barring
Muslims.
A different politician might
have expressed disappointment
and moved on. But Trump, taking the stage barely an hour
later at a rally Wednesday INSIDE
night in Nash- Trump, GOP conville, let loose servatives push
on the “terrible for speedy end
ruling” — and to Obamacare,
doubled down worrying party
on the senti- moderates / B1
ments that got
the policy into Secretary of State
trouble in the Tillerson says
time for talk with
first place.
“The order North Korea on
blocked was a nuclear weapons
watered-down is over / B1
version of the
first order,” Trump thundered,
adding later:
“Let me tell you something. I
think we ought to go back to the
first one and go all the way.”
The episode was just one of
numerous examples of Trump
and his advisers pushing incendiary language and unfounded
claims, even in the face of opposition from federal judges and
top lawmakers of both parties.
On Thursday — for the 12th
day in a row — the White House
defended Trump’s unfounded claim that his predecessor,
Barack Obama, ordered wiretaps of Trump’s New York City
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CeleBrate Spring & our one Year anniverSarY!
March 17th – 20th

$200 raffle… every customer that makes a purchase will receive a ticket!
Succulents • Water Wise Plants
Veggies • Pottery • Organic Soils & Fertilizers • Unique Gifts.

216 S Cloverdale Blvd.

707-894-6654

